The Fate Maps -Black Lace series consists of 16 images that explore the cultural associations of lace in scientific contexts. The work explores the visual resemblance of Chantilly lace to a photographic negative, the quantum processes underlying of operation the Scanning Electron Microscope and the intrinsic mystery of metamorphosis and the coalliances of humans and animals in social, cultural, economic and bio-scientific domains. The Scanning Electron Microscopy method to produce the work in this series is sometimes poetically referred to as Dark Space Imaging. The image magnification in the SEM is not a function of the power of an optical lens, but a fine pencil beam of electrons that moves like a TV scan to pencil out an image over time as the electrons scatter off target from the surface features of an object. The electrons travel in a vacuum and since a vacuum cannot support life, the system can only provide a view of dead structures. These fossil like readings have a wonderfully vivid depth of focus brought about by the submicron fineness of the electron beam. In the SEM electrons interact with the atoms of an object to produce deflection signals that contain information about its surface topography, physical composition and electrical conductivity. The information is blind and resonant like musical scores written in Braille. The underlying conceptual form of the work is based on theoretical work and ethical frameworking of philosopher of science, Karen Barad.
To create the work an antique Chantilly (black) lace sample indexed amongst Lady Cadbury's donations to the Birmingham Museum lace collection was meticulously prepared for microscopic imaging much like a biological specimen. Chantilly black lace importantly provided a number of culturally evocative metaphors. I was particularly interested in the natural origins of the silk, the protein fibers excreted from the larval silkworm and how these creature traces might be entangled into other debris, networks of patterns, knots and ligatures. I was equally interested in imaging Chantilly lace to evidence and reveal chemical and biological signatures that might reveal its species origins and spaces and residues from lace making: corrosion from pins, bacteria from straw pillows etc. accumulated through its use. Black lace commonly associated with death and mourning, was dye fixed using compounds containing iron salts that oxidized to form corrosive compounds and I was curious to see if these traces might be uncovered. The Scanning Electron Microscopy process enabled me to draw attention to the biological pathologies and skeletal networks of lace net that are normally invisible to the human eye. The Chantilly net maker mimics polygonal networks found in nature but in the film, immensely magnified details reveal the lace's intrinsic "otherness" and silkworm origins.
My interest in lace is not new. In the 90's I made digital artworks that used raw poetics and early computer animation to address issues of technology and gender politics. The work was structured around the social history and labor-intensive female craft of lace making. Lace making required mathematical skills acquired through intense patience leading from necessity, through intellect to artistic expression.
In the biotech context, the chemical co-alliance of humans and the insect species is spectacular in its imagination but in many ways can be seen to follow on from the 5000-year scientific techniques of Sericulture. Sericulture refers to the production of silk from the larval cocoon of the silkworm Bombyx Mori. Silkworm base proteins are used in the development of many biomaterials, human collagen production for cosmetics, pest control etc. The caterpillar feeds solely on the leaves of Mulberry trees and there are no silk worms in the wild. The remarkable intricate developmental mechanisms of metamorphosis are little understood by science. My approach to the process of making the images was like that of the physicist peering into worlds beyond the physical limits of visible light into gravitational black holes of dark matter to build on the paradoxical optical and quantum principles of image processing to uncover a synthesis of hidden forms, wavelengths, signals a the heart of matter.
My visual research and studies on the history of lacemaking revealed how the superfine silk fibers of black Chantilly lace were extraordinarily hard to work with. The skilled maker not only had to work the mathematics of hundreds of bobbins to produce the tonal transparencies and even tensions but also had to visually overcome the problem of working virtually blind, since black silk provides little shadow and contrast as the thread crosses. The gloss of black silk thread only reveals its three-dimensional aspect in relation to direct light sources and therefore its manufacture was limited to bright daylight conditions. These methods of making and that take account of visual ambiguities of black silk; the resemblance of Chantilly lace to a photographic negative, the veiled transparency of the material and the working of the thread seemingly beyond the limitations of retinal vision lent themselves to the poetic metaphors of "dark imaging" of the work. The precise management of hundreds of low contrast fibers with their iridescent spectra required heightened sensibilities to wavelengths of visible light. 
Notes
The term FATE MAP, refers to the predictive mapping of the surface of an early embryo or fertilized egg to indicate which regions will form the various tissues and body parts.
The series title COSMOPOLITICAL FUTURES, is derived from the volume collections authored by the chemist and philosopher Isabelle Stenger's looking at the role of science in modern society and a vision of a world politics linked to ideologies of the scientific enterprise.
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